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5' X 12' CNC Machine
Model: SNCG-3716E

Basic function


SYNTEC control system..



Heavy duty gantry frame with high stiffness for longer service life



Powerful HSD main spindle, automatic tool changer with 8 slots controlled by servo motor, high speed and precise.



Adopted high quality accessories.
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Technical Data:

Working range

X-axis: 3,700 mm (12')

Y-axis: 1,600 mm (5')

Z-axis: 250 mm
Working table

Max. traveling speed

Size: 3,700×1,600 mm

X-axis: 50 m/min

Y-axis: 50 m/min

Z-axis: 20 m/min
Quantity: 1
Main spindle

Vacuum pump

Power: 9 kW

Rotating speed: 24,000 rpm

8-slots automatic tool changer

Tool holder type: HSK-63F

Quantity: 2
Power: 5.5 kW

Suction flow rate: 160 m3/h*2

Dust extraction

Outlet diameter: Φ200 mm

Speed required: 28 m/s

Air supply

Working air pressure: 0.6~0.7 Mpa

Power supply

Voltage: 220V, 3-phase

Total power

25 kW

Floor space

L×W×H: 5,000×3,000×2,300 mm

Net weight

3,200 kg

Frequency:60 Hz
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Feature:

1

Machine base


2

Steel gantry frame structure provides high
stability and a strong capacity of loading. The
whole machine’s weight is nearly 3,200kg.

Transmission mode



X direction transmitted by high-stiffness rack
and pinion.
Ball screw gives the machine added precision
in Y and Z direction. Dual guide rails on
upside and underside ensure the high
precision, stability, smooth running and long
service life in Y direction.
X-axis, rack and pinion;
Y-axis, ball screw;
Z-axis, ball screw.



The accurate movement of each axis is
ensured by the high quality servo motors.
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Main Spindle


Italian HSD air cooling spindle: high
precision, stability and long service life.
Spindle power: 9kW
Coupler type: HSK-63F

4

Automatic tool changer with 8 slots






Controlled by servo motor;
Tool magazine with 8 slots offers a basis for
the flexible applications of different tools and
units.
Moving along with main spindle, easy to
change tool.
Provide reduced setting-up times and higher
tool-holder magazines capacity.
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6

Working table


Table has divided by sections and provided
with sufficient vacuum automatically.



Plus-size working table suitable for different
production requirements.(3,700*1,600mm)



Positioning device along X direction on two
sides gives processing unit added precision.

Vacuum pump




Adopted 2 air-cooling vacuum pumps for
higher absorb performance, to process panels
precisely, and air-cooling has excellent
cooling effect.
Power: 5.5kW*2
Suction flow rate: 160m3/h*2

7

Automatic lubrication system


Equipped with lubrication system, reducing
the possible maintenance costs.
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Tool setting probe and locker


Tool setting probe used to improve accuracy
and efficiency of tool setting.



Tool locker is designed to change tools more
conveniently.

9

Drag chain




10

High-quality drag chain used to drag and
protect electric wire and air tube during main
spindle moving in X and Y direction.
Keep electric wire and air tube in order.

Control cabinet


Independent electric cabinet with air
conditioner which maintains the temperature
at around 18 degrees centigrade.



Most electric are world famous brand for high
performance and quality.
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Control system


SYNTEC control system provides stable
performance, powerful functions and ease of
use with friendly interface. (English and
Chinese language are available)
IPC with Windows 7 system
DELL display
USB port

* Due to the continuous improvements of our products, some changes for better machine may apply! (No. 70427)

